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Today, although micro channel is the main form of many people contacting to 
each other, but not everyone has the habit of running micro channel, and the network 
signals may be lost contact, SMS is still an important means of communication. In the 
era of information explosion, wishing to grasp the pulse of the market, and letting 
enterprises get into character everytime. At the same time, in the face of complex 
work, bearing the strenuous work pressure, it is necessary to getting a reliable 
"secretary" to remind workers. With the emergence of this demand, the SMS 
communicative system for enterprises is appeared. 
This paper mainly introduces the design and implementation of Enterprise 
Messaging Communicative System based on remote communication technology. 
Throughing the rapid conversion between the informations of computer and the 
telphone SMS, the system sends the will between Administrator and user 
immediately , establish an  effective and rapid contact between the management and 
the implementation. At the same time according to different information content and 
enterprise employees, this system  sends these message using the mass mode or the 
single mode,  which then received the automatic feedback of the telecommunications 
companies. This system also can send these short message periodically, and remind 
workers to complete the tasks at the critical moment. which will play an important 
role in preventing the worker from missing at the critical moment.  
This system using ASP.NET and DEPHI language, combines with simple and 
complex characteristics, using the three architectures of front-end platform display, 
back-end program calls, connecting to the server database. With the integration of the 
same class, this system has strong maintainability and scalability. At the same time, 
with packaging function, it is not easy to decompile, guaranteeing the safety 
procedures. Through functional testing and performance testing, the system occupies 
less resources, and has complete functions. It is a good plementation of the original 
design goals. 
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第一章 绪 论 
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通过 SDK 应用接口操作主要针对已经建立完善的客户管理系统（即 CRM）









































































































































































以上版本数据库、Internet Explorer 浏览器 9.0 及更高版本安装和运载的环境
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